<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| CAPTAIN'S LOG #1 | SL1.0 OBJECTIVE JUGGERNAUGHT  
SL2.0 ADMIRAL KUMERIAN'S LAST BATTLE  
SL3.0 THE THOLIAN PINWHEEL  
SL4.0 DIPLOMATIC IMMUNITY  
SL5.0 THE DEATH PROBE  
SL6.0 THE PIRATE FLEET  
SL7.0 THE CASSINI INCIDENT  
SL11.0 THE CRADLE  
SL12.0 GATHERING FORCES  
SL13.0 BATTLE FOR THE THRONE  
SL14.0 DEATH OF THE USURPER |
| CAPTAIN'S LOG #2 | SL25.0 REFINER'S FIRE  
SL26.0 MUTINY ON THE DEMONSLAYER  
SL27.0 MERCHANT, PIRATE, SOLDIER, SPY  
SL28.0 LANDING PARTY  
SL29.0 A QUESTION OF FRANCHISE  
SL30.0 PRACTICE, PRACTICE, AND THEN WHAT?  
SL31.0 THE FEDERATION EXCHANGE  
SL32.0 NEGOTIATE!  
SL33.0 THE DILITHIUM CRYSTAL ASTEROID  
SL34.0 DIPLOMATIC DISASTER  
SL35.0 AMBUSH  
SL36.0 A PIRATE'S SURPRISE  
SL37.0 FRONTIER PATROL  
SL38.0 THE RAIN OF TERROR  
SL39.0 MERCY MISSION  
SL40.0 OPERATION CUTHROAT  
SL41.0 RESCUE  
SL42.0 STRIKE AT RIGEL IV  
SL43.0 SUPPLY FLEET  
SL44.0 THE DERELICT  
SL45.0 FLANK ATTACK  
SL46.0 AN EVENTFUL RETURN  
SL47.0 YANK'S HOLE I  
SL48.0 YANK'S HOLE II  
SL49.0 THE COMBINING OF ARASTOZ  
UL1.0 MINI-CAMPAIGN THE EXPEDITION |
| CAPTAIN'S LOG #3 | SL50.0 THE FIRST ROUND  
SL51.0 FOX IN THE HENHOUSE  
SL52.0 BETRAYAL!  
SL117.0 GHOSTLIGHT: DAY ONE  
SL118.0 THE BATTLE OF ADANERG  
SL119.0 THE FIRST CARRIER  
SL120.0 TANG-CHI!  
SL121.0 ONLY WAY TO SKIN A CAT  
SL122.0 PIRATE STRIKE  
SL123.0 THE WIDOW’S SURPRISE |
| CAPTAIN'S LOG #4 | UL2.0 MINI-CAMPAIGN WHERE WISDOM FAILS (SL79.0-SL81.0)  
SL79.0 THE ATTACK  
SL80.0 THE PURSUIT  
SL81.0 THE AMBUSH |
| CAPTAIN'S LOG #5 | SL88.0 AND TO THE REPUBLIC  
SL89.0 ENCOUNTER AT DENEBOLA  
SL90.0 THE SURPRISE REVERSED  
SL91.0 OH HELLION!  
SL92.0 EVACUATION |
| CAPTAIN'S LOG #6 | SL93.0 LEADER OF THE PACK  
SL94.0 WORLD KILLER  
SL95.0 GET THE INVINCIBLE!  
SL96.0 INVIOLABLE IN ACTION  
SL97.0 INVULNERABLE FOR THE DEFENSE  
SL98.0 A MEETING OF GIANTS  
SL99.0 SIBLING RIVALRY  
SL100.0 THE GRAVEYARD OF SHIPS, PART I  
SL101.0 THE GRAVEYARD OF SHIPS, PART II  
SL102.0 THE WRECK OF THE REX  
SL103.0 MY BROTHER, MY ENEMY |
| CAPTAIN'S LOG #7 | SL104.0 WHAT PRICE VICTORY?  
SL105.0 EAGLES RETURN  
SL106.0 DEADLY STINGS  
SL107.0 SPACE HOCKEY  
SL108.0 HOLE IN THE WALL |
| CAPTAIN'S LOG #8 | SL109.0 ORION ROULETTE (Number used twice)  
SL110.0 ESCAPE FROM THE SOLITUDE  
SL111.0 CEASEFIRE COLLAPSE  
SL112.0 RECON IN FORCE  
SL113.0 THE MOBTHBALL MUTINY  
SL114.0 SCOUT REPORT  
SL115.0 A TASTE OF FIRE  
SL116.0 INTERCEPTOR TRAINING |
| CAPTAIN'S LOG #9 | SL117.0 GHOSTLIGHT: DAY ONE  
SL118.0 THE BATTLE OF ADANERG  
SL119.0 THE FIRST CARRIER  
SL120.0 TANG-CHI!  
SL121.0 ONLY WAY TO SKIN A CAT  
SL122.0 PIRATE STRIKE  
SL123.0 THE WIDOW’S SURPRISE |
SL0.0 CAPTAIN’S LOG SCENAROS

CAPTAIN’S LOG #9 CONT.
SL124.0 CLOAKED FRIENDSHIP
SL125.0 LOGISTICS ASSAULT

CAPTAIN’S LOG #10
SL126.0 ORION TRACTOR PULL
SL127.0 CROCKETT AND THE SNIPE
SL128.0 ADVENT OF A GLADIATOR
SL129.0 MASS OR MANEUVER
SL130.0 STORMY FLIGHT
SL131.0 IN MY TIME OF DYING

CAPTAIN’S LOG #11
SL132.0 COLD FRONT
SL133.0 RECAPTURE THE CAPTURED
SL134.0 BLOOD BROTHERS
SL135.0 ZARMOLY BY THE TAIL
SL136.0 FLIGHT OF THE HAWK
SL137.0 IN MY TIME OF DYING

CAPTAIN’S LOG #12
SL138.0 FINISHING RUN
SL139.0 WIN A FEW, LOSE A LOT
SL140.0 TYPHOON ON THE ROCKS
SL141.0 UNEXPECTED RESISTANCE
SL142.0 ESCORT EN PASSANT
SL143.0 BETRAYAL AT OXVIND VI
SL144.0 TWO CLOSE TO THE FLAME
SL145.0 SPINNER’S MOON
SL146.0 PHASER TAG
SL147.0 ACCursed ARE THE PEACEMAKERS

CAPTAIN’S LOG #13
SP1701.0 CARRIER ESCORTS? (playtest)
SP80.0 ATTACK! (playtest)
SP222.0 ERADICATION (playtest)

CAPTAIN’S LOG #14
SP586.0 NERVES OF STEEL (playtest)
SP367.0 SHARKS! (playtest)
SP991.0 RALLY POINT RED (playtest)
SP662.0 ENEMY OF MY ENEMY-BUT STILL MY ENEMY (playtest)
SL143.0 BETRAYAL AT OXVIND VI
SL144.0 TOO CLOSE TO THE FLAME
SL145.0 SPINNER’S MOON
SL146.0 PHASER TAG
SL147.0 ACCursed ARE THE PEACEMAKERS

CAPTAIN’S LOG #15
SL148.0 A SENSE OF OBLIGATION
SL149.0 STOP THE JINDARIANS
SL150.0 INTERCEPTORS
SL151.0 Q-INCENDENCE
SL152.0 A NEST OF VIPERS
SL153.0 STALKING SIEGEBREAKER
SL154.0 THE MULAKEE
SL155.0 HOTTER THAN BLAZES
SL156.0 SLUGFEST

CAPTAIN’S LOG #17
SL157.0 THE FOG OF WAR, THE FRENZY OF SPACE
SL158.0 DACE OF THE DAMNED
SL159.0 ASSAULT BY STORM
SL160.0 HOLD THAT LINE!
SL161.0 THE TROJAN FREIGHTER III
SL162.0 THINGS AREN’T ALWAYS AS THEY SEEM
SL163.0 MON IN MOTION
SL164.0 TO PACIFY A KLINGON
SL165.0 EAT MY DUST
SL166.0 EXCUUUUSE ME!

CAPTAIN’S LOG #18
SL167.0 RAIDING THE NESTS (EY)
SL168.0 TIME ENOUGH (EY)
SL169.0 THE NEW PLAYER

CAPTAIN’S LOG #18 CONT
SL170.0 EYE OF THE NEEDLE
SL171.0 A NEW THREAT
SL172.0 MYSTERY ATTACKER
SL173.0 HASHING AROUND

CAPTAIN’S LOG #19
SL174.0 ASTEROID FIELD OF DEATH
SL175.0 DIPLOMATS, SCIENTISTS, AND WARRIORS
SL176.0 PATRIOT OR TRAITOR?
SL177.0 EMERGENCY BASE REMOVAL

CAPTAIN’S LOG #20
SL178.0 A CHOICE OF MONSTERS
SL179.0 A RATIONAL CHOICE (LMC)
SL180.0 CONVOY SURPRISE (OMEGA)
SL181.0 DEATH TO SPIES!
SL182.0 SALVAGE YOUR LUCK

CAPTAIN’S LOG #21
SL183.0 THE ART OF DUTY
SL184.0 AMBUSHED
TL1.0 BATTLE FORCE #21 MINI-CAMPAIGN (SL185.0-SL187.0)
SL185.0 THE ORION BASE
SL186.0 MERCHANT’S LUCK
SL187.0 PLANETARY RAID
SL188.0 AN INTERNAL AFFAIR (EY)
SL189.0 ON THE WARNING TRACK (OMEGA)
SL190.0 SALVAGE OPERATIONS
SL191.0 FRIGATES IN A BLANKET
SL192.0 THE ORB

CAPTAIN’S LOG #22
SL193.0 FIREFIGHT
SL194.0 FIGHT FIRE WITH FIRE
SL195.0 A PLAGUE ON THEIR HOUSES
SL196.0 THE WHITE-WOLF (EY)
SL197.0 RECIDIVE (OMEGA)
SL198.0 MAGELLANIC CONVOY RAID (LMC)
SL199.0 CLOAK AND DAGGER

CAPTAIN’S LOG #23
SL200.0 FIRST BLOOD
SL201.0 NOT GOOD FRIENDS
SL202.0 DEFEND AND ATTACK
SL203.0 JOINT OPERATIONS (LMC)
SL204.0 GRAB AND RUN (EY)

CAPTAIN’S LOG #24
SL205.0 FLASHPOINT MANTOR
SL206.0 JASON & THE DILITIUM FLEECE
SL207.0 RAM RAIDERS
SL208.0 A SMALL TASK
SL209.0 TREASURE IN SIGHT (OMEGA)
SL210.0 REFUELING DISASTER (M33)

CAPTAIN’S LOG #25
SL211.0 RETURN OF THE HOOD
SL212.0 FIRST ENCOUNTER
SL213.0 THE FLYING PHANTOM
SL214.0 GOING TO THE MARKET (OMEGA)
SL215.0 AN ORION INFESTATION
SL216.0 UNEXPECTED SURPRISE (EY)

CAPTAIN’S LOG #26
SL217.0 RESCUE THE KISHAWK
SL218.0 FOR THE HONOR OF THE FLAG
SL219.0 WHIPS, STINGS, AND CLAWS (OMEGA)
SL220.0 RUN FOR THE BORDER (EY)
SL221.0 ROMULAN REVENGE
SL222.0 IF YOU BUILT IT, THEY WILL COME AND DESTROY IT FOR YOU
T11.0 SURVIVOR MINI-CAMPAIGN

CAPTAIN’S LOG #27
SL223.0 BATTLE FOR RIMWORLD
SL224.0 BOMBER DEFENSE
SL0.0 CAPTAIN’S LOG SCENAROS

CAPTAIN’S LOG #28 (STELLAR SHADOWS JOURNAL #2)
SJ2/3.0 KZINTI-KAZE

CAPTAIN’S LOG #29
SL225.0 A MISSION OF VITAL IMPORTANCE (EY)
SL226.0 CROUCHING TIGER, HIDDEN VIRUS (OMEGA)
SL227.0 SITTING BIRDS (EY)
SL228.0 KLINGONS FOR THE DEFENSE
SL229.0 ONE CORNER OF HELL

CAPTAIN’S LOG #30
SL230.0 THREADS OF WAR
SL231.0 KERRELL’S FLOTILLA
SL232.0 DO OR DIE AT BREAKAWAY STATION
SL233.0 DAWN OF THE SCOUT (EY)

CAPTAIN’S LOG #31
SL234.0 SHIELD OF THE FEDERATION
SL235.0 ACES AND EIGHTS
SL236.0 WEB OF CURIOUSITY (EY)
SL237.0 FOLLIES OF SECOND-HAND GOODS
SL238.0 AN INTRUDING SITUATION (OMEGA)
SL239.0 FURTHER INTRUSIONS (OMEGA)
SL240.0 RIPOSTE AT ANPORLAX

CAPTAIN’S LOG #32
SL241.0 CIRCLE OF VENGEANCE
SL242.0 LAST COMMAND (EY)
SL243.0 NETWORK DISRUPTION (Battle Group)
SL244.0 HEARTH AND HOME
SL245.0 DRAGONSLAYER (OMEGA)

CAPTAIN’S LOG #33
SL246.0 STAND AT ARCTURUS
SL247.0 TENTATIVE RESPONSE (LMC)
SL248.0 DIFFERENT ROMULANS (EY)
SL249.0 AND NONE SHALL PASS (OMEGA)
SL250.0 A DARK AND STORMY DAY
SL251.0 WHO ORDERED THE PFs?

CAPTAIN’S LOG #34
SL252.0 FOR THE GOOD OF THE EMPIRE
SL253.0 UNINVITED PESTS (OMEGA VS LMC)
SL254.0 CATCHING HELL
SL255.0 DRAGONS AT LARGE

CAPTAIN’S LOG #35
SL256.0 MIS-FIRE
SL257.0 EVACUATION
SL258.0 BUG RAID

CAPTAIN’S LOG #36
SL259.0 AMBUSH IN THE ROCKS
SL260.0 WEB OF DECEIT
SL261.0 BORDER ATTACK
SL262.0 ASSAULT ON PRECINCT 13
SL263.0 HOUSEKEEPING (OMEGA)

CAPTAIN’S LOG #37
SL264.0 THE MAGNIFICENT PANZERS
SL265.0 BATTLE OF IRIDIMA VII
SL266.0 HOME-WRECKING (LMC)
SL267.0 SNAKE ATTACK!
SL268.0 STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES
SL269.0 THE COST OF DIVISION

CAPTAIN’S LOG #38
SL270.0 AFTER THE AMBUSH
SL271.0 DEATHBLOSSOM IN ACTION
SL272.0 UNFORTUNATE ENCOUNTER
SL273.0 TAKE ME TO THE CIRCUS
SL274.0 WABBIT SEASON (OMEGA)
SL275.0 MELTING ROCKS WITH PLASMA

CAPTAIN’S LOG #38 SUPPLEMENT
NONE

CAPTAIN’S LOG #39
SL276.0 BURDEN OF DEBT; DEBT OF REVENGE
SL277.0 MERCY OR DEATH
SL278.0 FOXES IN THE HENHOUSE
SL279.0 THREE-RING CIRCUS
SL280.0 VANISHED INTO THE VOID (M81)
SL281.0 DEFYING DESTINY (OMEGA)

CAPTAIN’S LOG #39 SUPPLEMENT
NONE

CAPTAIN’S LOG #40
SL282.0 NATURE OF THE BEAST
SL283.0 WILDSpace (OMEGA)
SL284.0 EXTRA-GALACTIC INTRUDER
SL285.0 CONQUESTS GATE
SL286.0 HERE TODAY, GONE TOMORROW
SL287.0 LOCAL DEFENSE

CAPTAIN’S LOG #40 SUPPLEMENT
NONE

CAPTAIN’S LOG #41
SL288.0 FIRE IN THE DEEP (M81)
SL289.0 YOU DO NOT HAVE TO DIE
SL290.0 MILITARY CONVOY
SL291.0 SIX CHECK
SL292.0 FIRST BATTLE OF AURORA (OMEGA)

CAPTAIN’S LOG #41 SUPPLEMENT
NONE

CAPTAIN’S LOG #42
SL293.0 MAXIMUM EFFORT
SL294.0 OPERATION STABILIZE
SL295.0 KILL YOUR OWN DOG
SL296.0 BLINDSIDED
SL297.0 PREVIOUSLY UNKNOWN (LMC)

CAPTAIN’S LOG #42 SUPPLEMENT
NONE

CAPTAIN’S LOG #43
SL298.0 A MEASURE OF FEAR
SL299.0 CONTINUOUS OPERATIONS
SL300.0 BACKSTABBED BY A THIEF (LMC)
SL301.0 HALL OF MIRRORS
SL302.0 TIGER VS. LION

CAPTAIN’S LOG #43 SUPPLEMENT
NONE

CAPTAIN’S LOG #44
SL303.0 AGINCOURT AT WAR
SL304.0 DEFENDED PLANET
SL305.0 ZOMBIE APOCALYPSE
SL306.0 THE BLOCKADE OF GAMMA EPSILON III
SL307.0 MIS-MATCH
SL308.0 DECAPITATION
SL309.0 THE MUSHROOM SHOOT (OMEGA)

CAPTAIN’S LOG #44 SUPPLEMENT
NONE